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I 
t’s the welcoming notice that has been part 
of the start of most Sunday Masses over 
many years – “New parishioners are asked 

to sign the welcoming book at the back of the 
church and someone will be in contact with you!” 
Here is what happened next when Maria Vaux  
contacted Kent Scrymgeour and his family. 

What brought our family to the Catholic faith 
and Our Lady of Fatima Parish? Now, looking 
back, I can say that it was the desire to find and 
bring more peace, happiness and connection 
with others into our lives but I could not have 
expressed that 12 months ago. I was searching to 
try to solve a cloudy ‘hard to define’ problem 
that mine and many families face today –  
isolation and an underlying level of anxiety about 
what is going on in our world and wondering 
what we can do about it.  

Today the adoption of technology, globalisation, 
mass immigration, and high property prices are 
changing the way we live our lives and, in the 
process, creating more isolation, loneliness and 
anxiety than ever before. Families are getting 
smaller, both parents are working full time and 
commuting to work, kids are in before- and after- 
school care to cope. The more we live our lives 
online, the more isolated we become. Smaller 
families living interstate, or in foreign countries 
away from family, compound things even 
further, especially as family members ‘back 
home’ age. This can create a situation where we 
seem to be very busy chasing goals that society 
seems to have defined but don’t quite feel right.  

Feeling this, I wanted something different for our 
small family. I did not have the answers but was 
prepared to investigate options. I was baptised 
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and attended church as a kid and I thought “Well 
if I feel like this, I wonder how the Church is 
dealing with all this change; maybe I can find 
some answers there?” I attended a few different 
church services in the area, and found the church 
experience was similar to what was 40 years ago; 
speaking the same universal truths that have 
been forgotten by most of us and, in this          
absence, we instead get bombarded with online 
social media and television wisdom instead. 

One of the churches I attended early on in my 
search for answers was St Declan’s in Penshurst. 
The morning I attended, Father Chris very 
honestly and openly addressed the parish 
concerning issues in the media that the church 
was facing. He then had a guest speaker, a 
refugee who had faced persecution in Iraq and 
had managed to find her way with her kids to 
Australia. Father Chris did not elaborate on her 
story, only saying “Let us all take in that story 
and reflect on what it means to all of us”. I was 
blown away. Here was the Catholic Church 
confidently addressing very difficult, real-world, 
current problems with grace and compassion. 
Attending that day now seems like more than a 
co-incidence; it was the catalyst for me to find 
out more.     

Some friends mentioned that Our Lady of Fatima 
Peakhurst was a sister church to St Declan’s and 
it had a very nice feeling and culture. We 
attended as a family and instantly felt this. We 
were blown away by the friendliness and 
welcoming we received from the first day we 
attended Mass. I knew from this point on that 
the Catholic faith had a huge amount to offer and 
inquired how we could start the journey of faith   
development.     

Our family followed a process known as the RCIA 
– the Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults. This 
can take different forms; sometimes the process 
is done in groups at churches by one of the 
priests. In our case we were very lucky to have 
Deb Cummins as our sponsor and, because of 
her knowledge and experience, she incredibly 
lead us through this process. She ran 20 two-
hour learning sessions with us in our home. (See 
www.formed.org) This involved us preparing by 
watching a 45 minute video, answering a fairly 
detailed series of questions about the topic and 
then discussing our answers and opinions with 
Deb.  

This was a very generous act by Deb who already 
has a very busy life so we are truly grateful to 
her. Father Tony guided the process and 
conducted supporting sessions for us as well 
which was very insightful and again very much 
appreciated. Along the way we had highlights 
like attending the Rite of Election at St Mary’s 
Cathedral in February 2020 with Deb and Clarissa 
and being introduced to Bishop Terry Brady.  

I don’t have the space here to go into more detail 
about the process but would like to take the       
opportunity to thank those who helped us to 
start our journey: Deb Cummins, Father Tony, 
Clarissa Finan, Father Chris, Tosca Galluzzo, Tony 
Thorpe and Maria Vaux who was that first person 
to contact us after we signed the Welcoming 
Book. Most importantly to all of you, the Our  
Lady of Fatima Parish, a special thanks for       
welcoming us into the Catholic family!! Peace be 
with everyone.  

Kent, Wendy and Arnold Scrymgeour 

L to R: Tony Thorpe, Clarissa Finan, Wendy, Arnold and Kent 

Scrymgeour with Deb Cummins 

http://www.formed.org
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GO, SET THE WORLD ON FIRE 

S 
t. Ignatius of Loyola often ended his letters 
to  Jesuits going to the missions with the                  
expression ite, inflammate omnia - “go, set the 

world on fire.” As Missionaries of God’s Love one 
of our founding scriptures is Luke 12:49 – “I came 
to bring fire to the earth, and how I wish it were    
already kindled!”  

There have been numerous interpretations of this 
verse (but I am not going to go down that path). 
However, these words have been  resounding and 
coming back at me a number of times over the 
past months. I began to wonder how would 
things be if all our hearts were kindled with a 
passion for God and deep desire to share God’s 
love with everyone else? The world, our society, 
our parish and our families would certainly be 
radically different.  

I had a taste of this when I went for my annual retreat in early August to the Mount Carmel      
Retreat Centre in  Campbelltown run by the Carmelites. In the little chapel of the main building 
there are few icons of Carmelite saints along the wall. With each saint there is one of their main 
sayings. 

 The one of St John of the Cross immediately got my attention and struck me. It read, “Where 
there is no love, put love, and you will find love.” Again, it was an exhortation to love. To be 
open to the Holy Spirit that kindles the fire of God’s love in our hearts.  

A couple of days after my retreat, we had the joy of welcoming the Scrymgeour family as they 
received their sacraments of initiation on 16 August. Hearing them share their experience of that 
day, and the journey they had made, vividly brought out their experience of being kindled by 
God’s love and the transformation it has brought to their lives. You will read much more of their 
experience in this edition of The Bark.  

I have spent much of the recent months visiting the sick and elderly, taking them communion 
and ministering the sacrament of anointing. Their desire and keen anticipation to receive the 
Lord and the peace and satisfaction it has brought them has been very visible. Again, this is a  
reminder of their love for the Lord but what inspired me most was that, on a number of              
occasions, forgetting their suffering, loneliness or pain, they prayed or asked me to pray for those 
who are suffering elsewhere; a tremendous witness of hearts being kindled with love and       
concern for the other. 

Leading up to the feast and anniversary of the dedication of our parish on October  13, we  began 
a 33-day retreat of a Marian Consecration. There was an overwhelming response to this retreat 
and unfortunately some had to be turned down because of COVID-19 restrictions on numbers. 
The introduction to the retreat focussed on Hearts Afire – the hearts of Jesus and Mary blazing in 
love for each of us and we then giving it all to Jesus through Mary to be ignited with love for 
others.  

Many of these occurrences seem like we are being prepared, invited, exhorted or challenged to 
rise up and to ‘Go, set the world of fire” with God’s Love.                           Father Tony Alex, MGL 
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I n the last issue of The Bark I concluded my     
Leadership Team report with the words “What 

the future holds is unknown!” Well, we do know 
that the cloud of COVID-19 is still over us but our     
parish community continues to be a beacon of 
hope to many. More parishioners are now able to 
attend Mass and Eucharistic Adoration each week, 
the 9:15 am Sunday Mass continues to be 
livestreamed to those unable to attend Mass, an 
intercessory prayer group provides spiritual      
support for the many requests received, Father 
Tony makes regular visits to some of our house-
bound parishioners, Lending a Hand has            
continued to provide meals for around 60-70     
residents in Riverwood each week, St Vincent de 
Paul is a constant support to many in need and 
the CWL ladies have been able to conduct their 
Silver Circle fundraiser. 

So, while all is not as it used to be, the ‘new      
normal’ is being embraced by our community. 
Registering for Mass is now an accepted practice, 
as is the wearing of masks in the church. A team 
of dedicated ushers ensure that all parishioners 
adhere to our Parish’s COVID Safety Plan, while 
always providing a welcoming smile (behind their 
masks!), our priests, Father Tony and Father      
Adam, and Deacon Cameron, continue to give us 
meaningful and uplifting liturgies supported by 
the work of our Liturgy and Music Ministries and 
regular updates and information is communicated 
to all parishioners on a monthly basis. 

During this time the Leadership Team has taken 
the opportunity to continue the process of         
developing a vision and mission for our parish. Led 
by Father Tony, initial meetings have included     
discussions and reflections on how to build a clear 
vision, the role of prayer and thoughts around 
what our parish would look like in the future.   
Further meetings are planned over the next few 
months with consultation with our community a 
vital component. This will occur early in 2021. 

You may also have noticed some ‘improvements’ 
which have been made to our parish facilities. A 
security camera system has been installed to     
ensure the safety of our premises and hopefully in 
the new year the church may remain open to all 
during the day for private prayer and reflection. 

The parish centre meeting room has been           
refurbished with new chairs and furnishings      
making it a pleasant meeting place for our various 
ministry groups. Unfortunately, the recent strong 
winds and storms caused some damage to the 
church roof but repairs should have been         
completed by the time this Bark is published. 

I would like to take this opportunity to 
acknowledge and thank some parishioners who 
have contributed so much to our parish 
community over the last few years. Kathleen 
Kennedy has been our Youth Minister since 2017. 
During that time Kathleen has been committed to 
developing opportunities for the youth at OLF and 
she has been successful in establishing Peak Youth 
and introducing regular Sunday Youth Masses.          
Unfortunately, COVID-19 has put a pause on these 
activities but in the meantime Kathleen has      
continued to assist our parish with the 
livestreaming of our Masses. As she is now 
nearing the end of her teaching degree, Kathleen 
has had to resign from her Youth Minister position 
here at OLF but she will remain an active member 
in our parish community. Thank you, Kathleen for 
your persistence, passion and hard work in your 
role as Youth Minister. You have made a 
significant contribution to the involvement of 
young people at OLF and you have established a 
sound  foundation for the future of the youth in in 
our parish. 

Many will be sad to say goodbye to Chris and  
Paula Bounds who are leaving our parish at the 
end of this month. Both have given so much to 
our community through their involvement in   
Sunday 6pm Masses. Chris, with his wonderful 
musical talent has provided the upbeat music on 
a regular basis. Paula has also shared her musical 
gifts with us when she joined in the ‘Sister Act’ 
tribute at Fr John’s farewell a few years ago! 
Chris was also an innovative and passionate 
member of the Leadership Team as well as 
holding down the unenviable position of 
Safeguarding Officer. In this role Chris has made 
certain that our parish is  compliant with the 
large number of regulations and documentation 
required at this time to ensure the safety of our 
young and vulnerable parishioners. We wish 

From the Leadership Team 
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Chris and Paula all the best as they leave us here 
at Peakhurst but know that they will always be 
welcomed back, even for a guest appearance at 
a 6pm Mass. 

As we move into the warmer months let us hope         
and pray for a brighter future where all 
parishioners can return to Sunday Mass, where 
our young people can return to children’s liturgy 

and youth group, our Sacramental programmes 
can be implemented and our CWL, Friendship 
and Craft groups can recommence their regular 
gatherings. However, in the meantime, let us be 
thankful for the blessings we have in this very 
special parish community. 

Deb Cummins, on behalf of Leadership Team 

FINDING COMMUNITYFINDING COMMUNITY  

T here is nothing quite like 
“parish”  shop ping .  I t ’ s 

something that would have been 
unheard of 50 years ago but, as we 
have come to move house and even 
cities more often, finding a place to 
live out your faith has become more 
complicated and we don’t always find 
the local parish the most  congenial 
place. We have often found ourselves 
outside our normal parish boundaries          
because we have been searching for 
connection, acceptance and a place to 
live out our faith as disciples of Jesus.  

This is not an argument for parishes hanging out a sign advocating their advantages, but as we         
contemplate leaving this parish we have had time to reflect on the wonderful gifts of this parish and 
what it is that makes a true faith  community. 

About 10 years ago, (although such is our connection to this parish that we feel like we have always 
been here) when our much-loved parish priest left our parish we found ourselves restless and            
unsettled. We realised that it was the pastor and not the community that had kept us in that parish. 
As divorced and remarried Catholics, we found barriers to acceptance in the parish community and 
we had relied so much on a supportive and compassion pastor. Once that was removed we felt        
emotionally disconnected and driven to search for a different kind of community.  

We weren’t quite sure what we were looking for, but after a few false starts, we knew we had arrived 
at our new spiritual home when we came to Mass at Peakhurst. The Mass started with the 
commentator welcoming all parishioners and visitors and inviting “all new parishioners to sign our 
welcome book and a member of the parish will get in contact with you”, something we had never 
experienced at any other parish. We left our contact details and within 24 hours we were contacted 
by someone who has become a very dear friend to us along with many other parishioners, particularly 
those we encounter each Sunday evening at the 6pm Mass.  

Our parents had left us with a legacy of community involvement, including at the parish level, so we 
knew that the best way to become part of the community was to get engaged in the life of the parish. 
This began with our contributions to the reading and Eucharistic minister rosters, cooking for and  
volunteering at St Canice’s kitchen. Paula joined the Parish 50th  Anniversary and Farewell to Fr John 
committees, including a guest appearance in a Sister Act performance. Emma Williams invited Paula 
to join the Parish Leadership team but she was already committed to the Ashfield Parish Council as 
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part of her Principal (of Bethlehem College) duties. Undeterred, Emma moved onto the next-best Bounds 
and recruited (“voluntold”) Chris for the Parish Leadership Team for three years.  

In 2016 after more goading from our fellow 6pmers, Chris revived his career as a liturgical musician 
(which was also a good excuse to purchase a keyboard) and began playing a few times a month at Mass. 
The spirit of charity has prevented anyone from expressing regret about that move. Paul Moreton 
famously came up to Chris after one Mass and commented: “It’s getting better”. Chris, very excited by the        
positive feedback, thanked Paul who then said: “No, we’re getting better.”  

Playing at the Christmas Eve Children’s Mass (the gig no one else wants) brought its own challenges.    
After the first year, when Chris found that he couldn’t be heard over the excited social chatter during the     
carols, he hired a PA system that would rival AC/DC only to find that those  in attendance were up for the 
challenge and, despite Dom Alati’s pleas for silence, drowned out the carols. They did, however, redeem 
themselves when they grooved along to a reggae version of “Mary’s Boy child.” 

At World Mission Day in 2013, Pope Francis said: “The Church — I repeat once again — is not a relief   
organization, an enterprise or an NGO, but a community of people, animated by the Holy Spirit, who have 
lived and are living the wonder of the encounter with Jesus Christ and want to share this experience of 
deep joy, the message of salvation that the Lord gave us. It is the Holy Spirit who guides the Church in 
this path.” 

Ten years is not a long time in the life of this parish and it's nearly 35 years since the parish began its    
journey towards lay leadership. As a community we have been greatly blessed in our pastors but the real 
character of the parish as a faith community has come from the people who are at Mass week in, week 
out. We have been really privileged to know and work with some of the people who are the bedrock of 
the community: John and Maria Vaux, Tony Thorpe, Paul and Janette Moreton, Julia Goff, Jo and John      
Fitzpatrick, Deb Cummins, David and Jenni Payne, Emma Williams, Camille Phillips, Dom Alati, Lynne   
Taylor, Marie Ryan, Susie Paino, Ruth Meagher, Clarissa Finan, Steven Graham and many others. We’ve 
found in these people, and so many others in the parish, a real understanding of what Pope Francis meant 
by community. It’s why people across Sydney know about our parish and why former parishioners        
remember it with such great fondness. 

The other important feature of a real faith community is its outreach to the poor and to the marginalised. 
Lending a Hand is an extraordinary initiative and allows so many people in the parish to express their 
faith in practical works while also providing support and dignity to the most vulnerable in our local and 
wider communities. As Coretta Scott King said: “The greatness of a community is most accurately 
measured by the compassionate actions of its members” and OLF has this in spades. 

We always loved Fr John’s ministry, and like many others we wondered how he could be replaced. The 
parish has been incredibly blessed by the arrival of the MGLs and we have come to value their charism of 
love and gentleness. Each of them has brought his own special gift to our parish. We offer our thanks to 
Fathers Chris, Steve, Isaru, Adam, Tony and Deacon Cameron, to whom we offer prayers and best wishes 
as he approaches his ordination. We look forward to continuing our connection to the MGLs at St       
Benedict’s Parish,Narrabundah when we move to Canberra and hope that we also find a similar spirit of 
welcome, community and outreach.  

OLF and its people will always hold a special place in our hearts. Goodbye and God Bless.  

Paula and Chris Bounds 
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 St Vincent de Paul Spring 2020 Update 
 

O 
ur Peakhurst Conference members are still unable to   
conduct meetings or meet with clients face to face. 
We continue to interview clients by telephone and to 

deliver assistance in the form of food packages and food 
vouchers as ‘Drop and Run’ visits.  

We all miss our fortnightly meetings which begin with   
opening prayers and a spiritual reading. After reviewing the 
visits made in the preceding fortnight we discuss our 
finances and the plans for the following two weeks. We  
finish the meeting with our closing prayers.  

Our number of requests for assistance continues to be lower than usual due to the 
Government Stimulus payments for Jobseeker and Jobkeeper clients. However we are starting 
to receive calls from new clients who have not previously asked for our assistance. 

We thank our wonderful parishioners for their excellent response to our Winter Appeal which 
raised a little more than the 2019 appeal. This was an incredible result considering the 
COVID- 19 restrictions. 

Each year in November our Vinnies Conference joins with other conferences in the St George 
and Sutherland Region to celebrate with a Combined Festival Mass. Bishop Terry Brady and 
priests from parishes within our regions were to concelebrate the Mass which is followed by a 
supper where we socialise with other Vincentians. 2020 is the year when our OLF Peakhurst 
Conference was to host the Mass and supper. Regrettably, after much deliberation, we 
decided that in the current COVID-19 environment, it would be unwise and impractical to 
proceed and we have cancelled the Mass and supper. 

Also as a result of COVID -19 restrictions, there are some challenges in conducting our 
traditional Parish Vinnies Christmas Hamper Appeal in 2020. We will not be able to distribute 
gift tags to parishioners from the baskets in the church foyers. Instead we thought we would 
list the items we seek to prepare our hampers. 

 Toiletry Gift Packs for Adult Males 
 Toiletry Gift Packs for Adult Females 
 Bath Towels, Hand Towels and Face Washers.  
 Tinned Ham, Tinned Salmon, Tinned Crabmeat, Tinned Pineapple 
 Jams 
 Tea, Coffee,  
 Chips, Cheezels,  
 Nuts, Chocolates, Lollies,  
 Savoury Biscuits, Fancy Biscuits, Shortbread, 
 Mince Tarts, Christmas Cakes, Christmas Puddings,  
 Longlife Custard and Jellies.      

   
We will commence the collection of Christmas hamper donations on the weekend of the 14 
and 15 November with the final weekend being the 5 and 6 December. Donations can be 
left in the baskets to be located in the entry foyer of the church on each of the weekends 
within this time.  If you cannot attend Mass and would like to contribute, you can either 
leave your donations at the Parish House during office hours, Wednesday to Friday 9.00am to 
5.00pm.  If this is not possible, please contact the parish office and we will arrange for those 
goods to be collected from your home. 
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We are most grateful to the staff of Galluzzo’s Pharmacy at Riverwood for their ongoing and 
generous support over the past eleven years in supplying toys and gifts for the children of our 
clients. We are pleased to advise that Galluzzo’s will be providing the toys and gifts again in 
2020 which will be their twelfth year. May God bless the management and staff for this  
wonderful initiative and tradition. 

Mike Flanagan, St Vincent de Paul 

Finally, our 2020 Annual Vinnies Christmas Envelope Appeal will be held on the weekend of 
the 5 and 6 December.  

We appreciate your generosity and ongoing support of our Vinnies Conference which inspires 
our members to continue the Good Works of St Vincent de Paul and to assist those less    
fortunate people in our community. 

May God Bless You All 

Mike Flanagan, President, St Vincent de Paul Peakhurst  

The Catholic Women’s League at OLF— 

              making the best of it! 

T 
he Catholic Women’s League was established over 30 years ago in Peakhurst.  At this time, we 
have 26 active members and, due to COVID-19 restrictions, we have only had two meetings this 
year, one in February and a lunch/meeting in July.  It has been a trying time for many of our 

members as social  contact is so important for the mature members of our parish.  

Our July catch up, abiding by all restrictions, was amazing. Everyone was so excited to see one another 
and Father Tony celebrated Mass and, at lunch, spoke with everyone.  

Our aim, as designated by the Archdiocese, is to help people of our parish and the wider community. 
Our major annual fundraiser is the Silver Circle. This is usually run in March to June but this year it was        
interrupted.  The Silver Circle has now been completely sold and the first draws have been distributed.   
All winners are notified directly and results are published in the weekly bulletin.   

Our other fundraiser is an annual Fashion Parade in September.  This has been rescheduled to April 
2021.  This truly has been a delayed year! 

Our parish is amazing with its continued support of all our fundraising efforts and you remain in our   
prayers.   

As this year progresses, the health of our senior members is foremost in our thoughts and prayers.  
With so many restrictions, our meetings and outings are no longer possible.  We look ever forward until 
we can meet freely again. Our plans for 2021 will include meetings, lunches, harbour cruises, bus trips, 
fashion parades and visiting all the places we have 
missed this year. 
 

Please keep our members in your prayers and give us 
a wave or an “elbow bump” in greeting.  If we can 
assist in any way, please feel free to contact us via 
the parish office. 

God bless and keep safe. 

Maureen Burgess, Mary Branagan,  
Marlene Wallace, Pat Macks,  Pat Pfoeffer, 
Marie Ryan, CWL 
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W hen I wrote the Liturgy article for the June 
Bark, it was late May and we were 

allowed 10 worshippers in the church and the hall 
for Mass.  We were looking forward to 1 June 
when 50 worshippers would be allowed in the 
church and the hall for Mass. 

On 30/31 May, we celebrated Pentecost Sunday, 
the birthday of the Church and the last day of the  
Easter Season. The Sundays in Ordinary Time 
commenced on 20/21 June and will continue 
through to late November. 

By 4/5 July, with 1.5m physical distancing and 4 
square metres per person, we were allowed 85         
worshippers in the church for Mass – 67 in the 
nave of the church and 18 in the gallery.  We 
were also allowed 35 worshippers in the hall for 
Mass.  This has continued to be the case.   

Live-streaming of the 9.15am Sunday Mass and 
the Wednesday and Friday Masses has continued.  

With the increased numbers of parishioners able 
to attend Mass, monthly Liturgy Rosters were              
re-introduced. Our thanks to the Acolytes,     
Readers, Eucharistic Ministers, Musicians and 
Ushers who have volunteered for the rosters. 

On Saturday, 15 August, we celebrated The 

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, normally 
a Holy Day of Obligation.  Our statue of Our Lady 
of Fatima looked beautiful on the lower 
sanctuary surrounded by flowers, thanks to the 
work of Helen Hardie of the Altar Society. 

As with Mother’s Day, it was a pity that we were 
unable to recognise the wonderful fathers and      
grandfathers in our parish the way that we       
always do on Father’s Day.    

Sadly, we bid farewell to Chris and Paula Bounds 
who are leaving the Parish and moving to        
Canberra.  Chris and Paula have been regulars at 
our Sunday evening Mass with Chris providing 
music and Paula as a reader.  We thank them for 
their contribution to enhancing our liturgy and 
wish them every success for the future. 

We are grateful to Father Tony who has           
ministered to us in such a wonderful way during 
this very difficult time.  We also thank Father   
Adam and Deacon Cameron, to Clarissa, our    
dedicated Parish Secretary and to our Parish 
Leadership Team for their work during this time.  
Thank you also to the many wonderful 
parishioners who have helped with our liturgies.  

David Payne, Liturgy Committee 

OUR LITURGY AT THIS OUR LITURGY AT THIS OUR LITURGY AT THIS TIME OF CORONAVIRUS TIME OF CORONAVIRUS TIME OF CORONAVIRUS  
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UPDATE ON THE INTERCESSORY PRAYER GROUP       
In the June Winter issue of The Bark I wrote about the formation of the Intercessory Prayer Group for 
the parish.  By the end of May we had received 60 requests for prayers. Since then we have received 
many further requests either through email or prayer requests left in the basket in front of the altar at 
Mass. 

It has been wonderful to hear from some of those requesting prayers that they were answered in one 
way or another. As we know, God’s plan for us may not always be what we are hoping for but we do 
know that God listens to our prayers and God responds  -  sometimes in surprising ways.  

Jenni Payne 

Finance ReportFinance ReportFinance Report   

F or the financial year to 30 June 2020, the parish 

has managed to achieve a surplus of $8250. This 

was possible largely due to assistance provided by 

the Federal Government via JobKeeper ($9,000) and 

a cash flow grant of $10,000 for the April -June    

quarter, together with fantastic support from our 

monthly credit card contributors, almost all of whom 

continued to give their full commitment through the 

closedown period, and continue to give. Since we 

have been allowed to increase attendance numbers at Mass, our envelope contributors and other 

parishioners have also provided contributions recently into the baskets at the entry to the church. 

Due to current restrictions, attendance at the weekend Masses has been around half of normal, 

which has limited some parishioners from providing their normal contributions.  

The Saturday markets have been a plus, given that the monthly Friday night markets have not been 

possible and some of the renters to the hall have been able to restart their programs. The markets 

have  provided welcome income. However, parishioners’ contributions remain our primary source of        

income and so we ask for your continuing support if you are able, particularly given that               

government assistance is due to be withdrawn soon. 

Over the past year there have been significant improvements made to parish assets. The sound 

system in the church has been replaced, security cameras installed, and improvements made to 

ensure safety of parishioners and others using church and parish grounds. Over the past 12 

months around $80,000 has been spent on these upgrades. Unfortunately, due to the restrictions 

caused by the pandemic, parishioners have not necessarily been able to appreciate their benefits 

yet. Apart from the security aspect, the cameras will in the future enable the church to be open for 

people to use during the day, where currently that is not possible. The sound system had been 

patched up over the years and has now been replaced. 

Based on current circumstances it is likely that many of the same restrictions will remain for some 

time in respect to the numbers that will be permitted in the church, and so we will need to incur 

some expense to upgrade communications in the Parish Hall. The projector needs to be replaced, 

together with sound, to provide for the overflow of parishioners who cannot be accommodated in 

the church itself. 

Once again, thank you for your continued financial and other support. Please continue this support 

if you are able.  

Tony Thorpe, Finance Committee 
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Clarissa Carreon Finan 
 

Many parishioners will be aware that Clarissa, OLF’s Parish 

Secretary, recently celebrated a milestone birthday. We thought 

we would find out a little bit more about Clarissa’s life pre-OLF. 

C larissa was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in the 
USA, but grew up in the Philippines. She is the eldest 

of five siblings (three girls then two boys). Our parents did 
what most parents do in giving their children 
opportunities to develop as a whole person. Clarissa 
learned to swim, dance ballet and hula, and play the 
piano. Clarissa was an honour student in high school and 
had begun her second year of a chemistry degree at the 
University of the Philippines when, in 1979, at the age of 
18, our family migrated to Australia. She continued her 
university education here at the University of NSW but 
switched to a Computer Science  degree.  

After graduation, she worked for Masterfoods, then Digital 
where she got the opportunity to travel and work in New 
York then Amsterdam. It was while she was working in   
Amsterdam that she attended an IT exhibition in Paris and 
met her future husband, Mark.  

They married and lived in England for several years before making the big decision to migrate to Australia 
in 2016. Ruth Meagher, the then secretary of our parish decided to retire when Fr John Crothers retired as 
Parish Priest at the end of October 2016. Clarissa applied for the position and the rest is history. 

Clarissa comes from a committed Catholic family, like most Filipinos. We went to Mass every Sunday, and 
we attended Catholic schools from Kindergarten through to high school. I believe that when Clarissa     
started working at the parish, she started growing in her faith. She was involved in the inaugural Alpha 
course in St Declan’s parish and attended and assisted in other Alpha courses. She discovered a passion for 
reading the Bible from an historical perspective and has even led a Bible Study course! She continues to 
study the Bible and strives to keep growing in her faith. 

When Clarissa and Mark arrived in Australia, her organizational and leadership skills came to the fore 
when she put into place procedures, checks and routines for us siblings to handle the care of our ageing 
parents. She is a caring and loving daughter and big sister. 

When Clarissa is not doing her parish work, she helps her husband Mark with his coffee roasting business. 
She attends Pilates classes and enjoys making jewellery as a hobby. She has taught herself to play the 
guitar, to knit, and to do calligraphy. Sometimes, I think she missed her calling as an artist! 

Being parish secretary has its many challenges, but Clarissa is dedicated, and she enjoys meeting people, 
getting things organised and getting the job done. We are lucky to have her. 

 

Lynne Taylor (proud sister!) 
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PEAK YOUTH UPDATEPEAK YOUTH UPDATEPEAK YOUTH UPDATE   

P 
eak Youth group was progressing with great momentum early in Term 1 of 2020, with 

10 -15 young people regularly attending. Unfortunately, like many other things, COVID-

19 put a stop to our great fortnightly gatherings, and we are eagerly awaiting the time 

when youth group can return once restrictions are eased. 

I would like to take this opportunity to announce that I will be resigning from my role as Youth 

Minister at our wonderful parish, at the end of Term 3 (late September). After nearly four 

years in this position, I am coming to the end of my teaching degree and have decided to 

focus on my practical experiences and casual teaching opportunities, which will leave minimal 

time to serve in this capacity. Working as our Youth Minister has been a wonderful 

experience. I am very proud of the progress that has been made over the past few years, 

especially the recommencement of our youth group. Of course, none of this would have 

been possible without the support of so many people in this parish. 

The Leadership Team has been an incredible source of encouragement and guidance during 

my time in this role. They have always supported me in my position, responding to any need 

that has arisen and really helped me grow and develop as a youth minister and as a person. 

The MGL priests have provided an immense amount of support to me during this time. I have 

had the pleasure of working closely with Father Tony, Father Chris and Father Adam at 

various stages over the years. Each priest has been overwhelmingly supportive, both 

professionally and pastorally, and I am very grateful for that.  

I would also like to thank the volunteer leaders who have given up their time over the past 

year since the restart of our youth group. Andrew, Noah, Lydia, Julia and Mary have all given 

their time generously to the young people of our community to lead them in their faith 

journey. Their contributions have been meaningful and are greatly appreciated.  

Finally, I would like to thank the entire parish of Our Lady of Fatima Peakhurst. All of the 

encouragement and kind words have meant the world to me. To simply be a part of this 

parish, let alone work and serve here, has been the greatest blessing. I am so happy to 

continue to be a part of this parish, and I will by no means be shying away once I finish in this 

position. Over the past four years, I had the privilege of working with and leading so many 

beautiful young people in a small part of their faith journey, and I’m very grateful for this 

experience. 

Kathleen Kennedy, Peak Youth 
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I t’s been a tough year…no arguing with that. 
Even for the most fortunate, it has been a 

challenge to adjust to continual changes to how 
we live our daily lives. For many of us, not being 
able to attend Mass in person meant that a 
significant point of our weekly routine was gone. 
However, we were grateful for the opportunity 
to “attend” Mass online and to continue to be 
part of our parish community.   

A small group of parishioners, our catechists, 
were further impacted when we were no longer  
allowed to teach our weekly SRE (Special          
Religious Education)/scripture classes at our local 
public schools.   

Preparing for and starting teaching SRE each year 
is a challenge.  This year was no different; we       
struggled to find enough teachers and, for the 
first time ever, had to let one school know that 
we would not be able to provide catechists for 
their students during Term 1. We were 
determined to rectify this situation for Term 2, 
but of course that was not to be! 

After only a few weeks back in the classroom 
(SRE always commences a month or so later than 
the start of the school year) we were told that 
the Department of Education had decided that 
no external visitors would be allowed into 
schools.  Very sadly, we advised all our catechists 
that they would not be teaching until further   
notice.   

Support from the CCD (Confraternity of Christian 
Doctrine), which organises all the catechists in 
the Sydney Archdiocese, has been strong and         
constant (sounds like a hymn!). Their Faith           
Education Officers have worked hard to keep us 

informed regarding possible return to the        
classrooms and have provided a wonderful series 
of inspiring Zoom seminars on a very broad range 
of topics to support our teaching and our own 
faith.   

After a term and a half out of the classroom the 
wonderful news came that, as of the first week in 
Term 3, we would be allowed back to teach with, 
of course, lots of COVID-safe provisions. The CCD 
quickly  provided us with amended syllabuses to 
follow to ensure that our students would learn 
the key lessons for their year despite the reduced 
number of weeks we would have to teach.    

Teaching in this time brings its unique challenges 
as we are urged to not touch the children’s books 
and to have as little contact with anything in the 
school as possible. No more handouts or 
providing colouring pencils; nor singing or 
chanting; no  handing out of books (do you know 
how long it takes 6 year olds to hand out 13 
books?) and on it goes. However, with the 
support of our classroom teachers, the guidance 
of the CCD staff and the prayerful support of our 
team and parish, we are back on track.  
 
Our wonderful team at Peakhurst attended a       
socially-distanced meeting in our newly-
refurbished meeting room to plan our approach 
for Term 3. This was a joy-filled occasion and 
nearly all of our members have been able to     
return to teaching. We were very happy to have 
a newly-trained catechist  join us. With some 
doubling up of classes and teachers we have 
been able to teach at all three schools during 
Term 3 and hope to continue to do so until the 
end of 2020 – filled with faith, hope and love for 
our 162 parish children in those schools. 
 
Julia Goff, on behalf of our OLF Catechists. 

Faith, hope and love… 
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OLF  parishioners will be very pleased 
to hear that Sienna Williams has 

been elected as St Ursula’s School Captain for 
2020 – 2021. Sienna’s appointment comes after 
an exhaustive process of nominations, 
speeches, voting and one-on-one interviews 
with members of the college executive. 

Apart from her many sporting achievements 
and academic successes,  Sienna is a very 
committed and compassionate young woman 
(see this issue’s stories on the Vinnie’s Backyard 
Sleep Out and her family’s 30km run to raise 
money for childhood cancer research).  

Our parish was proud to support her in her 
journey last year to attend the Australian 
Catholic Youth Festival in Perth, a significant, 
faith-forming experience for her and her OLF 
companions, Lydia Paino, Tara Wiley and Mary 
Alamoti. 

Our parish can be proud that, of the last five 
school captains of St Ursula’s, three have been 
Peakhurst girls:  Kathleen Kennedy, Madison 
Williams (no relation) and now Sienna Williams.  
 
Sienna will bring strength, compassion and commitment to her new position. The future indeed 
looks bright. Congratulations Sienna!         Julia Goff  

Top  choice for top  position 

Attitude 
 

Attitude is more important than facts. It is more important than the past,  

than education, money, circumstances, than failures and success,  

than what other people think, say or do. 

It is more important than appearance, ability or skill. 

It will make or break a business…a home…a friendship…an organisation 

 The remarkable thing is I have a choice every day of what my attitude will be 

 I cannot change my past. I cannot change the actions of others. I cannot change the inevitable. 

The only thing I can change is my attitude. 

Life is ten percent what happens to me and ninety percent how I react to it. 
 

Charles Swindoll 
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Running for their lives… 

I 
nspired by our friend Mark, who has started his own charity #bloodylongday, Mum, Sienna and I        
decided to challenge ourselves to the Williams Girls 30 kilometre run where we would each run 10      
kilometres. 

Mark’s son Cooper was diagnosed with childhood cancer at eight years old and it is Mark’s wish that no 
other parent should have to endure the journey of cancer with their child. Mark recalls that during this 
time he had many “bloody long” days. Cooper is now 17, well and healthy and about to do his HSC. 

Mark is about to undertake a 24-hour triathlon to raise money for the Kids’ Cancer Project https://

www.thekidscancerproject.org.au/ . He will swim, run and cycle nonstop for 24 hours. 

To support Mark and his fundraising efforts, before sunrise on September 5, the three Williams girls 
headed down to Dolls Point to complete our run all the way to Kyeemah then back again - 10 km each. 

It was not easy and the training in the eight  weeks leading up to it was long and at times actually pretty 
boring, but we did it and along the way, with the help of our generous and supportive friends and     
family, we managed to raise $2800 for the Kids’ Cancer Project. 

This will go towards Mark’s overall tally which includes events at Crossfit Hurstville and Penrith as well 
as two other epic walks. At the time of print, Mark, a lifelong Lugarno resident, has raised just over 
$51,000 this year and he hasn't even started the triathlon yet!!! 

 
To read about Mark’s first run last year check out this link: 

https://www.thekidscancerproject.org.au/stories/june-2019/cancer-dad-to-have-a-bloody-long-day 

 

Madeline Williams  

L to R:  Emma, Sienna and Madeline Williams 

https://www.thekidscancerproject.org.au/
https://www.thekidscancerproject.org.au/
https://www.thekidscancerproject.org.au/stories/june-2019/cancer-dad-to-have-a-bloody-long-day
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Vinnies’ winter sleepout – COVID style 
 
The “call to arms” for the traditional Vinnies’  Sleepout is to encourage people to get involved to help 
spread awareness about homelessness, raise much-needed funds for Vinnies’ homelessness services 
and secure affordable housing for all  Australians. 

Over 105,000 Australians experience homelessness each night. Half of these  are women and a  quarter 
are young people under the age of 18. 

Schools are uniquely placed to help shape and influence community awareness and opinions. With this 
year’s Sleepout happening at the height of the pandemic, students at St Ursula’s College were  
encouraged to get involved by sleeping out in their own backyards on what was a freezing cold winter 
night. 

Gabi, Sienna and Serena, Year 11 students from St Ursula's, took up the challenge, sharing a two-
person tent and bedding down in the backyard in their sleeping bags for the night. Although they  
clearly had the luxury of knowing that a warm bed was inside if they needed it, the girls lasted outside 
all night and all commented that they had a heightened awareness and a new understanding of what it 
might be like to face that situation night after night. 

Sienna Williams 
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F or the past two years, St  Ursula’s at 
Kingsgrove has been one of our teams 

at OM Riverwood. Once a term, students 
and staff have organised and run our free 
meal service for up to 70 guests. More than 
60 staff from the primary school and St 
Ursula’s spent their own time making 
nutritious, home -cooked meals which they 
handed out to anyone who needed them. 

It is with great joy that we announce that 
they have   decided to leave our service at 
Riverwood to start One Meal Kingsgrove. 
Believed to be a first for a Sydney   Catholic 
School, they have joined forces with One 
Meal to live out their school charism to help 
those in need; Serviam, meaning "I will 
serve". 

Antoinette Nader, the College’s Assistant 
RE Co-ordinator said she was so thrilled 
with the response to their debut service in 
June that subsequent July and August     
services have been held.  

She said the patrons came from all walks of 
life including a dad of four children under 
10 who was struggling with day-to-day  

needs while his wife was in hospital being 
treated for cancer. 

Additional meals were packed for other local       
families in need and were kindly delivered 
by Bernie Deady, the local Vinnies’ 
Conference President. Antoinette said that 
"we    encourage all of our students and staff 
to use their unique talents to help those in 
need through acts of service and by doing 
this they experience at first hand the positive  
effects of giving of themselves selflessly in 
service to others and see the impact that 
makes." 

It is hoped that, as COVID-19 restrictions 
ease, the  service will move to fortnightly or 
weekly and will be a dine-in service in the 
parish hall.   

One Meal Riverwood, organised weekly and 
co-ordinated by the OLF team, is very proud 
of the fact that we have inspired others to 
take up the challenge of lending a hand in 
their local area. 

Emma Williams,  
One Meal/Lending a Hand 

One Meal Riverwood  "had a baby"! 

One Meal 

Kingsgrove

— 

St Ursula’s 

Team 
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I 
t’s hard to imagine a part of our lives that 

has not been altered and adjusted due to 

COVID- 19. 

The way we attend Mass and what we do 

whilst at Mass has dramatically changed and 

several times at that over the last six months. 

Behind the scenes things have certainly been   

adjusted too. Way back in early March, I        

completed the COVID 19 infection control      

government training. The main message from 

this was to sanitise, sanitise and sanitise some 

more. Soap is an important part of the 

breakdown of the virus on our hands and on         

surfaces. 

After every Mass the pews are washed with 

soapy water and sprayed thoroughly with Glen 

20. 

At first this was just the first few rows when 

we were back in the early days of restrictions 

easing and 10 people at Mass. During this time 

we were relying heavily on the hall allowing us 

an extra 10 parishioners to attend the Mass. 

This too meant that all the chairs, tables and 

bathrooms had to also be washed and sprayed 

after every Mass. 

On top of this it was important to pay close 

attention to the “touch points” or high use  

areas. So the same treatment is given to light 

switches, door handles, microphones, rails, 

sign in tables and even the candles where we 

push the little button to illuminate our prayer 

or offering. 

 

 

Sometimes, for me, this could mean three 

trips to the church to sanitise in one day. For 

example on the weekend of the Feast of the 

Assumption, the church needed sanitising 

after the 9.15am Friday Mass then after 

Adoration on Friday night. So, it was sanitised 

again before the   Assumption Mass at 9.30am 

on Saturday 15 August  and then before the 

5pm Saturday night Mass. In the interests of a 

much desired Sunday morning sleep in for me, 

the church was sanitised at 6.15pm just after 

the Saturday night Mass. Finally the pews and 

surfaces were subjected to 

their treatment one last time 

for that weekend on Sunday 

afternoon (before the football 

on television of course!). 

So you may have noticed that 

the church is always smelling 

very fresh these days – that 

would be thanks to the extra 

cleaning and especially due to 

the continual spraying of Glen 

20. I sneezed at home recently 

and Brett asked if I was getting 

a cold. I told him that I sincerely 

doubt it with the amount of Glen 20 that I am 

hanging around with!! 

With all the thorough and responsibly- 

implemented measures of our leadership team,     

liturgy team, Fr Tony and Clarissa, you can rest 

assured that everything possible is being done 

to do our very best to keep parishioners safe 

during these crazy times.   

Emma Williams 

CLEANING AND SANITISING OUR CHURCH 

 DURING A PANDEMIC  (MY LIFE WITH GLEN 20!) 
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AGEING ROOF NO MATCH FOR AUGUST WINDS 
 

P arishioners may recall that during August Sydney experienced some days of extraordinarily strong 
winds.   On Monday 10 August Emma Williams found many pieces of polycarbonate in the carpark 
and when she went inside the church, she noticed a section of skylight was missing.  The skylight 

runs from the foot of the altar steps to near the wall at the eastern end of the church and crucifix. A third 
of this length was open to the sky. 
 
Emma and Clarissa contacted  me as OLF Leadership team maintenance co-ordinator and I logged a call 
with the SES on Monday afternoon so that a tarpaulin could be fitted over the hole in the roof.  At the 
time there were continuing intermittent rain periods that had wet the altar and the carpet.  David Payne 
provided some plastic sheeting to protect the altar from water damage.  The hole in the roof measured 
about two metres by 40cm. 
 

On Monday night at 830pm the SES attended but, after checking the height of the roof and access points, 
indicated they were unable to assist as the safety standards of SES did not permit them to go onto the 
roof of the church. 
 

Fortunately, a local roofing contractor, Michael (MP Roofing Services) responded to a call on Tuesday 
morning and by Tuesday afternoon a tarpaulin was fitted to cover the broken skylight, some damaged 
flashing was fixed and measurements and other details taken to enable a quote for rectification. Once 
the roof was waterproof the process of drying the carpet with fans was commenced. Tony Thorpe, our 
Finance Committee Chairperson, was also advised and lodged an insurance claim with our insurers. 
 

Subsequent high winds caused the tarpaulin 
to partially blow off requiring refitting and  
drying of the carpet due to the entry of rain.  
In fact, at one Wednesday Mass Father Tony 
needed to position himself towards one end 
of the altar to avoid water drops. 
 

The skylight was an original feature of the 
church and the half circle polycarbonate    
sections are no longer available. The repair 
will therefore involve replacement of the  
entire skylight.   
 

Following approval from our insurers, the 
new skylight is expected to be installed     
during the third week of September. 
 

Those involved in counting groups would 
know that coping with water coming through 
the roof is an ongoing problem in the Parish 
House and there have been several attempts 
to resolve this problem. While the roofing 
contractors were on site, they also worked 
on that roof and so far there have been no 
further leaks.  
 
Steven Graham, Leadership Team 

Before—and after 
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One Meal… it is in giving that we receive  

O ne of the great offshoots of our One Meal program is that we are often approached by 
young people wanting to do some community service. Earlier this term I was          

approached by the community engagement officer at the Australian Catholic University at 
Strathfield. As part of any course ACU students must complete a certain number of hours 
of community engagement, followed by reflecting on and self-evaluating the experience. 

I never say “no” to young people wanting to help others and we will always find space to 
accommodate them. So we agreed to take on two students - Annalisa who comes all the way 
from Manly and Selena from Gymea. Both girls have been coming along to our dinner      
service at 5pm Monday night for a few weeks now. They make 15 desserts each and assist 
with handing out the meals and engaging with our patrons. They both do so with generous 
and open hearts and it’s really lovely to watch. 

It was a pleasant and unexpected outcome of our service that we are able to act as a vehicle 
to provide young people with the opportunity to give back to the community and hopefully 
to ignite in them a lifetime of service to others. 

 
Emma Williams, One Meal/Lending a Hand 

ACU students Annalisa 

(left) and Selena (right) 

helping out at One Meal 
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 S 
ince the last issue of the The Bark, the 
Meeting Room in the Parish Centre has 
received a long overdue revamp! It has 

been cleaned, tidied and refurbished. Unwanted 
items that were cluttering up the space and the 
storeroom were removed and have been 
disposed of. It is now a much more welcoming 
space! 

This room is currently used for Leadership Team 
and any other small parish meetings.  Up until 
COVID 19 the space was also used by the Catholic 
Women’s League, St Vincent de Paul Conference, 
Friendship Group, Craft Group, Probus Book Club, 
Catechist training groups and for various other 
meetings and training sessions.  

 

This refurbishment was possible due to a $1000 
grant from Mark Coure, our local member of State 
Government with an additional $2000 provide 
from parish funds. 

From the photos you can see that the area now 
has a much cleaner and more welcoming feel to it 
with new chairs, curtains, a lounge and photos of 
parish events and milestones. 

We also have a new whiteboard and television 
screen for projection for training sessions. 

A big “thank you” is due to Emma Williams who 
sourced and put together new furniture and other 
items as well as disposing of unwanted fittings (and 
making some money for the parish in the process!).        

Jenni Payne 

MAKEOVER MAGIC! 
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“The Smith Family” – a proud family connection 

I  recently visited my 90-year-old aunt in Goulburn and she reminded me of an interesting story     
related to my grandfather. 

On Christmas Eve 1922, five businessmen walked into a Sydney orphanage carrying armfuls of toys and 
sweets. They walked out inspired to improve the lives of disadvantaged children in Australia. When 
asked whom the children could thank, one of the men said, ”Smith, we’re all Smiths; we’re The Smith 
Family,”  and so commenced the work of this Australian charity. 

 His father raised my grandfather in Gundagai after his mother died. When he was 18, with many other 
young men from the country, he joined the AIF and fought in France during WW1.  In 1919 he returned 
to Australia and set up business as a Master Plumber in Enfield, Sydney. My grandfather was a          
committed Mason, who belonged to the Enfield /Burwood Masonic Lodge for many years.  

In 1922, with four of his friends, who were also Masons as well as successful businessmen, they held a 
Christmas party for the children of the Ashfield Infants’ Home. Each of these men contributed between 
£10 (worth $841 in 2020) and £20. 

My grandfather was a very private man who did not talk about what he did. He was also very generous 
and there are many other stories of his generosity to others. My grandfather passed this trait onto my 
father, Peter Posford Bennett, who also set an example for his family and encouraged his daughters to 
help those in need as they grew to adulthood.    

When David and I moved to Lugarno in 1980, I joined the local View Club to build friendships in our new 
community. The View Club was established for women to support the work of The Smith Family, working 
to improve educational outcomes for disadvantaged Australian children and young people. Being a 
teacher, I was drawn to join this local charity, not knowing then of its connection to my grandfather  
William Posford Bennett.  

Jenni Payne 
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Coronavirus "Letter to Humanity" 
(a poem written by Vivienne R Reich and contributed by Marlene Wallace) 

 
The earth whispered but you did not hear. 

The earth spoke but you did not listen. 
The earth screamed but you turned her off.  

And so I was born... 
I was not born to punish you.  I was born to awaken you. 

The earth cried out for help... 
Massive flooding. But you didn't listen.  

Burning fires. But you didn't listen.  
Strong hurricanes. But you didn't listen.  

Terrifying Tornadoes. But you didn't listen.  
You still don't listen to the earth.  

Ocean animals are dying in polluted waters.  
Glaciers melting at an alarming rates.  

Severe drought in countries now sources of migrants  
and refugees in search of water and a new life 

Knocking on the doors of those who still have food and security.  
You didn't listen to the cry of the homeless, the displaced, 
the whimper of disappearing species, the whiplash of crime 

and waves of negativity pounding our fragile planet. 
Non-stop wars.  Non-stop greed. 

Blind inside your own prejudices and constantly preoccupied  
you missed life floundering around you.  

No matter how much hate played out in needless wars.  
No matter how many chances you had to help, speak out, do something.  

Nothing was more important to you than the latest iPhone 
Why worry what the earth was trying to tell you. 

But now I am here.  And I've made the world stop on its tracks.  
I've made YOU finally listen.  I've made you take refuge inside your homes.  

I've made you stop thinking about materialistic things.  
Now you are like the earth...  

You are only worried about YOUR survival.  How does that feel?  
I give you fever… as the fires burn on earth.  

I give you respiratory issues... as pollution fills the earth's air.  
I give you weakness as the earth weakens every day.  

I took away your comforts.  Your outings, your personal pursuits, your interest in worldly joys.  
The things you use to forget about the planet and its pain.  

And I made the world stop... And now...  
China reports it has better air quality from weeks of quiet. 

Skies are clear blue because factories are not spewing pollution. 
The winding maze of canal waters in Venice is clean.  

Why? Because the tourists and the gondola boats are gone. 
Science is able to detect more of the earth's echoes as cars, commuters and events are cancelled and you can finally hear 

the Earth breathing. 
Freed at last by the tumult and noise of an uncaring people.  

YOU are having to take time to reflect on what is important in your life.  
Again I am not here to punish you. 

I am here to awaken you...  
When all this is over and I am gone... 

Please remember these moments.  
Listen to the earth.  Listen to your soul.  

Stop polluting the earth.  Stop fighting among each other.  
Stop caring about materialistic things.  And start loving your neighbours.  

Start caring about the earth and all its creatures.  
Start believing in a CREATOR.  

Because next time I may come back even stronger.... 
 

Signed,  Coronavirus 
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How to contribute to the Bark 

Articles: please submit your articles as a Word document (not as a pdf.) Articles may be      

edited for reasons of space but you will be given an opportunity to review your work before 

publication.  

Photographs: please submit medium /high resolution photos with captions provided.  

Ideas: please email us at olfbark@gmail.com or telephone Julia on 0412 809 313. You may 

send your article and photographs  either to olfbark@gmail.com  or on a USB stick (which will 

be returned) or as hard copy.  

Deadline for  Issue 4, December 2020: 

Copy to be submitted by 25 November 

Publication date: 24 December 

  

This September issue of The Bark is brought to you by: 

Editing: Julia Goff 

Design and desktop publishing: Ruth Meagher 

Contributors: Fr Tony Alex, Paula and Chris Bounds, Deb Cummins, 

Mike Flanagan, Julia Goff, Steven Graham, Kathleen 

Kennedy, David Payne, Jenni Payne, Marie Ryan, 

Kent Scrygmeour, Lynne Taylor, Tony Thorpe,      

Marlene Wallace, Emma Williams, Madeline Williams 

and Sienna Williams. 


